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Introduction to Michael and Constance
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Definition
Virtual Reality (VR), is a computer-simulated environment that can simulate physical
presence in places in the real world or imagined worlds. Virtual reality can recreate
sensory experiences, which include virtual taste, sight, smell, sound, touch, etc.
VR uses virtual reality environments built with computer software and virtual reality
technology built with computer hardware to make it feel like you have moved to
another ‘world’. A virtual world.
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Examples
- Imagine the people who are watching this talk remotely via a recorded video. They
can view it in a window on their computer or listen to it on their headphones.
What Virtual Reality would provide would the ability for the person to feel like they
were sitting next to you in this room.
Now imagine that person can get up and walk out of the room and into another talk,
or the exhibition hall.
- examples in fiction include: Ready Player One, The Matrix, Lawnmower Man,
Snowcrash
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VR is a combination of Virtual Reality Technology and a Virtual Reality Environment
Virtual Reality Technology
Head Mounted Display (HMD) (explain why on the head).
Gloves
Body Suits
Environments (balls, treadmills, rooms, etc)
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Virtual Reality Environment
Second Life
Modern computer games
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Brief History of VR
VR has been in our popular culture for quite some time.
The ideas behind VR have been around since the early 1950’s.
VR as a concept started in the late 80's / early 90's. A guy named Jaron Lanier was the
first person to actually create the term "virtual reality".
It had a major surge in the early 90s just before the Internet
the tech wasn’t good enough or cheap enough. The Internet came along and
redirected everyone’s attention and it died. but not really. it became niche
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Ongoing use and development in VR
military use
simulation/training use
factory use
Research
Current VR technology is very expensive (10s of thousands), cumbersome to use and
doesn’t work that well.
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Recent VR developments and demo of the Rift
I love the idea of VR. I love telepresence. I wasn’t impressed in the 90’s by the VR
tech that I tried. I am really impressed by the VR today.
Public awareness of VR has been pretty much dead since the 90s. VR use was
relegated to industry for very particular use cases.
So what changed? Think of tablets in 2000 vs tablets today (poor Microsoft).
In 2009 a VR enthusiast teenager call Palmer Luckey decided that there was an
opportunity to build a cheap VR HMD for consumers worked better than anything
that had come before using existing cheap mobile phone components. He found a
way to build a HMD better than the leading $35k device for less than $500.
The public display of his prototypes at game conferences raised a lot of excitement
and in 2012 he ran a kickstarter (public funding campaign) to raise 250k to build these
prototypes for game developers and enthusiasts. The reception was overwhelming.
People gave him over 2.5 million in funding.
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He and his startup company Oculus shipped 7500 Rift kits in the next year. The initial
kits and subsequent prototypes created a huge amount of excitement and talk at
conferences and online during 2012 and 2013.
The thing is, VR makes converts of almost everyone who uses it. (show a photo of
excited people). People really really want to see this work. I really want to see this
work.

Oculus VR has attracted a large number of top academic researchers, software and
hardware developers and game developers to work with them. They now have one of
the biggest and best teams of people who have ever worked to tackle the problems
of bringing VR to the consumer market.
All the excitement by the public caught the eye of big business. Facebook bought
Oculus for 2 billion dollars in March last year. Mark Zuckerberg has described VR as
the next big platform.

Others are calling VR the final platform.
Sony and Google are now developing thier own HMD. Microsoft and Apple are also
understood to be making HMDs as well.
There are a dozens of companies now working on VR technology for consumers,
expected to be released in the next few years.
http://www.kzero.co.uk/blog/virtual-reality-hardware-radar-q1-2015-update/
VR headsets are here to stay.
There’s currently huge momentum toward the release of VR for consumers. Not only
that, all the researchers, and companies who were using expensive clumsy VR gear
now have cheap and better VR available to them.
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Open discussion on applications of VR (Con)

The Oculus Rift is not commercially available yet.
The two versions of the devices which we have here are the Developers’ Kit 1 and
Developers’ Kit 2 - that is, for people who want to investigate creating applications for
it, and for enthusiasts.
We’re really talking about potential applications at this point.
It’s hard to know exactly what applications will be developed for a device like the Rift
in the future, but at present we can already see the following types:
Places
Experiences
For example visualising and experiencing environments in ancient Rome
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We can take people places and give them experiences they couldn’t otherwise have
had.
Currently limited to certain types of experiences.
We have spatial sight and sound but not touch.
We have output but not (good) input.
Currently good enough that for certain situations your mind is fooled.
Games are the obvious medium where development is likely to occur.
Game developers are experienced in creating massive virtual worlds, for instance.
“Gamers are early adopters,” says Luckey, “and it’s the only industry right now that is
equipped to make fully immersive 3-D worlds.”
http://www.forbes.com/sites/davidewalt/2015/01/05/palmer-luckey-oculus-riftvr/2/

Film and TV
“Sundance film festival announced three major pieces of its virtual-reality lineup
Monday, including a feature about a family of Mongolian yak herders, a visit with
musician Patrick Watson in his Montreal studio loft and a feature connected to the
Reese Witherspoon film Wild, all by visual artists Félix Lajeunesse and Paul Raphaël.”

360 degree stereoscopic video
Other possibilities for the technology beyond gaming quickly became apparent: teach
children about the solar system, help medical students learn how to perform surgery,
take homebound (or cash-poor) users on virtual vacations and even put fans in the
middle of sporting events.
http://cmns.umd.edu/news-events/features/2662

Education and research
http://blog.leapmotion.com/world-of-comenius-why-vr-will-transform-how-we-
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learn-about-the-world-and-ourselves/
- visualisation, virtualisation and simulation capabilities
- in another persons body, gender swapping
- emotive experiences to improve education
- use in education institutions is currently primary research
- some institutions investigating how to use it to learn
Libraries
Gamification
Maker Spaces
- What potential does it have for improving our services?
- What new services can be developed using this device?

- Why will this be different than Second Life? :D
- Increased engagement with clients through new technologies.
- maker space tools
- personal planetarium, dome cinema
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